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YUROK.

The Yurok inhabited the coast from the mouth of Little river

to Wilson creek, six miles north of the mouth of the Klamath

river j and the Klamath from its mouth to about six miles above

the inflow of the Trinity. There are sometimes said to have been

four Yurok dialects, that talked along the Klamath being

numerically the most important, while three coast dialects, differ-

ing in increasing degree with the distance from the river, were

spoken in the vicinity of Gold Bluff, Orick, and Trinidad. The

coast Yurok have suffered great diminution of numbers and are

now much mixed with river Yurok. A final determination of the

coast dialects has therefore not been made, but such material as

is available seems to show only one divergent dialect on the

coast from Stone Lagoon south to Trinidad, and this not very

different from the speech along the river. The present account

is based on the river dialect.

The Yurok have been visited and investigated by the author

at various times between 1900 and 1908. A considerable body of

texts has been recorded, but there has not yet been opportunity

to elucidate from these the grammatical principles governing the

language. The account here given therefore consists only of

such grammatical notes as were made incidentally to the record-

ing of the texts, and is introduced principally to enable a com-

parison of Yurok with Wiyot. To the ear the two languages are

more similar than any others adjacent, and the suggestion was

long ago made^^^ that they might be genetically related. The

preparation some velars ago of a comparative paper on the Native

Languages of California,^^^ revealed a morphological resemblance

between Yurok and "Wiyot in most of the points then considered.

This structural similarity is extended by the examination made

here, and is undeniably close.

Whether the two languages are related is however another

question. A running acquaintance with both reveals but few

111 Latham, Trans. Philol. Soc. London, 1856, 84. Opuscula, 343.

112 R. B. Dixon and A, L. Kroeber, Am. Anthr., n.s. V., 1, 1903.
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words that are similar. Such are mes, mets, fire ; welir, welin,

eye; go'ts-er, qo't- or qo'ts-, one.^^^ This number is so small that

unless it is materially increased by further comparison, the

resemblances must be regarded as due either to accident or to

borrowing. A systematic comparison cannot be made until both

languages are farther analyzed and the stems and elements of

words, which in most cases are complex, are determined. For

instance Wiyot welir, eye, is undoubtedly connected with the

stem wel, to see; but in Yurok welin fails to correspond with

neVwo, see; so that borrowing is suggested in this instance,

That two languages belong to the same morphological type or

group, does not by any means prove them genetically related in

America. A common origin can be asserted only on the basis of

lexical correspondence. Loose unification of languages that may
be entirely distinct, based only on general or partial grammatical

similarities, is unwarranted. The structural resemblances between

Yurok and Wiyot are however so close and often so detailed, as

will be seen, as to create a presumption that lexical and genetic

relationship may ultimately be established ; and if not, to make it

certain that morphological interinfluences between the two

languages have greatly modified one or both.

Yurok, more properly yuruk, is a Karok word meaning down-

stream. The designation Weitspekan is derived from we^tspekw,

more properly we^tspuc, now Weitchpec, one of the numerous

villages of the Yurok. The Yurok have no name for themselves

other than 6l, people.

PHONETICS.

In the phonetic determinations, assistance was rendered by

Professor P. E. Goddard with mechanical experiments, by Mr.

T. T. Waterman, and by Dr. E. Sapir.

Yurok vowel qualities are very shifting and often indeter-

minate. There seem to be six vowels, all of peculiarly broad or

open quality.

I is so open as to be often heard as e. E is also very open,

so much so as to be at times the aural equivalent of a in English

lis It is tempting also to compare Wiyot rit-, two, and rik-, three, with
Yurok ni- or na-, two and naxke, three, as initial n- becomes r- in Wiyot.
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bad. A, often written a, is usually between the two sounds as

pronounced in father and bad by Americans, but may be heard

as either. is near English aw, sometimes with even more of

an a quality. U is also very open. Close vowels do not occur.

The sixth vowel is a vocalic r, here represented by er. In

its formation the tip of the tongue is bent upward; the tongue

meets the palate farther back than in English. Like the related

consonantal r of the language, this sound is not trilled and pos-

sesses the peculiar quality of English r, as compared with the

various forms of continental r, in an exaggerated degree.

Unaccented e and o are often hard to distinguish and one is

frequently replaced by the other in Coast Yurok as compared

with the river dialect. E is often followed by a glide, e*.

Analogous is a"^, in rapid speech o.

Glottal stops are abundant. In many stems they are organic.

In addition they frequently appear after vowels which close

syllables, whenever such syllables are stressed or articulation is

forcible. In rapid continuous speech these stops disappear. Thus

tinica, what is it, may often be heard as ti'ni^ca' when emphati-

cally uttered. An organic stop gives the impression of dis-

tinctly doubling the vowel which it follows: pa', water, is heard

as pa'* or pa 'a.

A complete cessation of sound formation in the middle of

words is not infrequent: wec,ona, world, ololekwic,o'^, person,

we*n,tsa"kc, woman. It seems likely that such pauses mark

etymological divisions.

There are two series of stops, both surd, the ordinary and the

fortis. English surd and sonant stops are pronounced alike by

the Yurok. The ordinary surd stops are more aspirated when

final than when followed by a vowel: nepui, but almost nep'.

The fortes, or stops accompanied by glottal stop, are of only

moderate strength.

K and q, palatal and velar k, both occur, but it is uncertain

whether they represent organically different sounds or are

divergent formations of the same sound influenced by adjacent

vowels. In any case k is most frequently audible before i and u,

q before e, a, o. K" or qw is frequent, and is felt as a simple

sound.
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T is formed against the lower edge of the teeth and sometimes

is clearly interdental.

There is one s sound, written c, intermediate between s and sh,

perhaps nearer the latter. In ts, which is the equivalent of a

simple sound, the s element appears to be more pointed than in

the usual c. Yurok g is always a continuant, but not harsh. X,

the surd continuant corresponding to g\ is limited to combina-

tions with following surds, such as k, p, c, and has not been

observed initially or finally. It is distinctly harder than a mere

ordinary aspiration, h or ', but appears to be only a parasitic

development before certain surds: naxkceiL, Woxpekumeu.

There are three 1 sounds : 1, l, and l. The first, 1, is sonant

and audibly similar to English 1, but a mechanical analysis by

Dr. Goddard indicates a suddenness of approach in the formation

of the sound, which is found also in Hupa 1.^^*. The second, I, is

a not very common surd continuant found after glottal stops:

qo'Zqolatswin, ohonecqwetso 7. The third, l, is a surd affricative.

In some instances the t-approach is weak, and the sound is almost

wholly continuant. Wiyot l was also often heard with this

quality.

W is sometimes produced with less protrusion or rounding of

the lips than English w. It therefore has something of the

quality of bilabial v, and initial unaccented we and wo are often

hard to distinguish from o or u.

Surd m, n, and r occur finally after glottal stops.^^° Con-

sonantal sonant r has the peculiar quality already ascribed to

vocalic er. N, m, y, and h require no comment.

The sounds of the language may be represented as follows:

k

t
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The stress accent of words is often well balanced between

several syllables and often marked on one or two. Accent is

however less a matter of intensity or loudness of sound, than a

rise in pitch and a holding of the accented syllable, which is

manifested in lengthening of the vowel or doubling of the pre-

ceding or following consonant. Accent is however not deter-

mined by organic length of vowels, and often falls on syllables

that are intrinsically short. The dwelling of the voice, and its

rise of pitch, on the accented syllable, give a peculiar and pleas-

ing quality to Yurok speech.

Doubling of consonants is frequent, but whether it occurs

only in connection with the accent or also organically, is not

certain. In place of ww and 11, g*w and II seem to occur.

Initial consonant combinations occur, but their scope is

limited. The principal observed initially are tsp, tsq, kn, kr, pr,

tm, ck, ct, cr, cl, cm, Lm, Lq. These give as the first member

of initial combinations q, k, ts, t, p, c, and l, or surds only ; and

as the second, q, k, t, p, r, 1, n, m, or stops, nasals, and r and 1.

Ts and qw are to be regarded as simple sounds. Final combina-

tions do not occur except with c as second member. This is

found most frequently after k, so that kc may represent what is

to the Yurok a simple sound like qw and ts. The imperative

suffix -c is however added to stems ending in p, n, r, and other

consonants. Endings like ern, erm, erL, ert, consist of the single

consonants n, m, l, t, following the single vowel here represented

by er. Yurok initial combinations are more numerous than those

of Wiyot, but Wiyot possesses more that are final.

Vocalic assimilation occurs to some extent: ne-craats, my
quiver, wo-cr5ots, his quiver; yots, boat, ne-yots or ne-yets, my
boat; emer-heL, at Erner, wo-croots-OL, in his quiver, pa'a-iL,

in the water, okapol-iL, in the brush. Other instances will be

found among the numerals below. There is a particular ten-

dency for er to assimilate other syllables to itself. Most words

in which er occurs contain it in from two to four or in all

syllables: qerxtsper', neryerwert, cermeryer. When one vowel

of a word changes to er, most the others usually become er also

:

lo'og'e, ler'erg*er, black.
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STRUCTURE.

Reduplication is less marked than duplication: qots-qots,

worm; tseix-tsei-ue, mosquito, compare tseix-keni, small;

mus-mus, cow; we-tseq '-tseq *-oa, striped pattern. In connected

texts neither reduplication nor duplication is frequent.

Composition and derivation are abundant. Adjective stems

precede noun stems in composition : pelin-tsiek, large-dentalium.

In accord with the pronominal structure of the language, com-

pounds containing a possessive are common: qoqonewuL-we-

tspeg^a, long his ears, mule. Words are also compounded or

derived with nouns as first element : nepui-cnec, otter, nepui,

salmon; Lqeliqera, mole, Lqel, earth; merwuci-clei, a species of

lizard, which is thought to bite the navel, merwuei. Derived

nouns, as in most languages, are formed by suffixes: nep, eat,

nepui, food, salmon. Terms of direction are always prefixed, as

in Wiyot, Athabascan, Karok, Porno, Wintun, and perhaps other

languages of northern California: petskuk-ceg^ ep, up-river

coyote; puleku-qwerek, down-stream sharp; woxpe-kumeu, across-

the-ocean widower; pets-ucla, up-river throw.

PRONOUN.

The Yurok pronominal elements, like the Wiyot, are incor-

porative, the independent forms being emphatic or non-syntac-

tical. Also as in Wiyot, possessives are prefixed, subjective or

objective forms sufiSxed.

The independent pronouns are nek and neka', objective

iiekats, for the first person, qel or qela', objective qelats, for the

second. There appears to be no pronoun of the third person.

The possessive forms are ne-, no-, my; qe-, qo-, your; we-, wo-,

0-, his; m-, someone's, indefinite. The plural seems to be the

same.

On intransitive verbs the subject is indicated by -k in the

first person and -m in the second.

In transitive verbs the combined objective and subjective

elements determined are -tsek, I you ; -ck, I him ; -tso, I you ; -co,

I them ; -xpa, you me ; -m, you him, you them ; -xpen, he me. It



Independent
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NOUN.

Th€j Yurok noun like the Wiyot lacks all designation of

number" or syntactical case. There is a general locative suffix

-11, -aL, -ex., -OL, corresponding to Wiyot -akw. In addition a

locative -ik has been found in mets-ik, in the fire, Lqel-ik, in the

ground, below, hierk-ik, north, Lep-ek, in the house, pets-ik, up

stream, pul-ik, puleku-k, down stream. Another locative is -ic:
•

mets-ic, in the fire; wonoyek-c-ume, sky-in-girl; turip-c-atsin,

inhabitant of Turip. Terms of direction themselves are suffixed

like locative cases: emer-hiqo, opposite Emer; qenek-pul, down

stream from Qenek. Finally there is a suffix or enclitic -met,

by means of, with, on account of, for. This is however used in

verb complexes as well as on nouns : tetamoc-ek mcL tikwoxpen-

ek we-yots, angry-I because broke-I his-boat.

VERB.

The Yurok and Wiyot verbs are similar in function and

structure. Both are distinctly the center of the sentence. In

both prefixes predominate except for the expression of pro-

nominal relations. Adverbial, modal, temporal, and subordinat-

ing ideas are expressed by prefixes. There are also verbal

suffixes, but their significance is for the most part not yet clear.

Even independent adverbs are to some extent drawn into the

verb-complex, which often assumes great length. Such adverbs

always precede the verb stem. Many prefixes cannot be dis-

tinguished from conjunctive or adverbial particles placed before

the verb. They usually precede the verb immediately and are

spoken as one word with it. At other times they are separated

from it by nouns, adverbs, or numerals.

ki-na'eli-hoxl<umek^ shaU two-houses I-build

ki-naxkcemi-waiiu 'layo, shall three-times I-jump-up

q61o-'6L kits-kono-atsiyiiuk, it-seems-a-person has-sat-down-indoors

These constructions evidence a compact grouping of the

other constituents of the sentence in the verb-complex, but at the

same time seem to show that at least some of the modal, tem-

poral, or adverbial elements connected with the verb stem are
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not SO much actual prefixes as proposed particles closely linked

with the verb which is the central factor of the sentence.

When the subject and object are independent nouns not

brought actually into the verb-complex, they regularly follow it.

This marks them off from nouns whose general relation to the

predicate is adverbial, which normally precede the verb, thus

opening the sentence. The general *
* appositional' ' nature of the

sentence is obvious.

The significance of only a part of the verbal prefixes and

suffixes that have been determined m Yurok has become clear.

Such are

:

kits-^ completed past

ki-, future

tsa-, imperative

nimi-, nimok-, negative

kowits-^ negative

wikiLne-, negative

kinek-, when
matseki-, kitatse-, if

alukumi-, because

conini-, because

kit-, he who, when, participle

wictu-, wiit-, that is who, what, how, relative

qolo-, as if, like, appears to

tsyu-, all

Of suffixes, the following are apparent

:

-c, imperative

-kwilek, verb substantive, similar to Wiyot -er and related endings.

Prefixes of undetermined meaning are wil-, menex-, numiL-,

tukwile-, kwileki-, niko-, qem-, yokitsnini-j qem-kits-minolini-j

0I-, yikun-, pikoxtsi-, mokwile-, okome-, tsigOL-, ca-, ala-, qet-,

me-, ha-, moc-, kuni-.

Suffixes are -yeg* o or -heg* o, -melek, -exkwun, -pimo, -kwetsok,

-wertsek, -uts, -noxpe, -'m.

The adjective shows a difference for animate and inanimate,

montse, white, animate monterer

cokoto, red, animate cerkerter

lo'og^e, black, animate ler'erg^er

pleli, pelil, large, animate plerer

Altogether a more extensive occurrence of subordination is

visible in sentence structure than in Wiyot. It may be that this

difference is due to the fact that the Yurok texts obtained are a
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better representation of normal speech and that the sentences in

the Wiyot texts are unduly abridged through the informants'

inability or unfamiliarity in dictating.

NUMERALS.

Numeral stems are used with a variety of classifying suffixes.

This is a feature not recorded of any other Califomian language

except Klamath-Modoc, though not uncommon farther north on

the Pacific. The observations made on Wiyot reveal at least

the presence in that language of similar suffixes, though their

extent is undetermined. The following list probably does not

exhaust this class of suffixes in Yurok.

-iL, in counting

-epir, separate dentalium shellsus

-etani, strings of dentalium shellsii«

-er, woodpecker scalpsne

-erpi, obsidian bladesno

-eriL, white deerskinsii^

-0, months, dollars

-emolL, nights

-en, days, also pernekr hand-measures

-emoi, fathoms

-ixteli, boats, wagons, conveyances

-eli, houses, sweat-houses, nests

-emi, times, occasions, years

In the addition of these suffixes to the numeral stems there

are some apparent irregularities and certain phonetic altera-

tions, including several instances of the vocalic harmony, or

assimilation from suffix to stem, characteristic of the language.
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As will be seen, the vowel of the stem for two varies between

a, i, e, 0, and er; in four and one t and ts replace each other;

X before t and k is parasitic, and qoore^, the independent word

for one, corresponds to a stem qot-.

How many is expressed by kuc tsameL; how many months

by kuc tamawo; dentalia, kuc tamopir; woodpecker scalps, kuc

termerwer; obsidian blades, kuc termerpi.

TEXTS.

WOXPEKIJMEU.

qe'nek-ie ho' 'Z tu-qwe'nomet-ic atsyeg* u'qwin
AtQenek he was. Outside the sweathouse^^^ he sat.

tu-no'L-pu'lukitsro" tep kits-hawe' '-wo 'o'me'pek

The sun was low.^^^ He had sweated in the sweathouse,

wic-tu-awetsyu'qwin qwenome't tu-wic-tu-noL

then he sat down outside the sweathouse. There he used to

atsyeg' ii'qwin wit ! i'ni-oqw ki-we-tsye' 'g^ wolo
sit. He kept that his flute

lepo'noL mo-no'L-puluki'tsro i'yeger'er 'xcerper
*

under the ridge-board."* The sun was low. He beat his hair dry.^^

mo-wit-ki'ts-weno 'omo'kciL numi-wo' 'g' ik uki' 'cen

Summer had begun, it was the middle of summer.

kits-numi-mi'kco'to 'm uki' 'cen kits-wic-o locon
It was the very middle of summer that he did this.

kits-o'-numi-wic-tu-co'to uqeg* e'camewoLek kiconin-ho'l 'em
Thus he liked to do. He was very sorry for those who would be

ki-o'L tu-wic-tu-e-mcL-qe'g'ecamewoL niki'mcLtsmeyo'qciL
Jnen. Thus he was sorry for them when it began to be evening.

tu-no'L-wic-tu-e'-meL-rura'w«

'

wic-tu-e'-meL-tsig' uwolo
Then therefore he began to play^^i ^1^^ ^^^ ^^ account of that.

OLo' 'm we-tsye'g' wolo wi'c-tu-e'-meL-ru'raw«

'

H« took his flute. Therefore he played.

117 qwenomet is the place outside the small exit of the STfeathouse.
i^spuluk is down-stream, which at Qenek is nearly west. '^The sun

was in the west. '

'

lie leponoL is the curved board, usually the gunwale of a broken boat,
that covers the ridge of a sweathouse.

120 her'erxcerp is a stick with which the hair is combed or beaten dry
ifter a bath such as follows sweating,

121 rurawo usually means to sing, but evidently refers to any music.
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PULEKUQWEREK.

pe'kvan
At Pek^an

noL-hig* w.&on

T7p hill some distance

o'lo'meL

a hoase.

qo'li-atsyu kuc-ki-la'ek

someone sat. "Where shall I travelV

wItokwi-nii'L witso-l&'ya

live two. Travel there.

ta"o"kowitso-raeL-no'xpew '-m

But do not enter it."

noL-o-ne worn
Then he saw

atskaho'ritse

She is making a basket,

we'lin

their eyes."

ts 'e'xwar

*'Here!"

'lo'meL

a house.

qo'lin

the other

o'le 'm
He said:

wa iqowo opo-c
*' Cross the river here.

heiv-to-ki-ne'wom

Then you will see

ta'wi-ki-laek
' Very well, I will travel there."

i'-ki-c6ot

"I will (TO

ats-ka'c,a

is pounding.

ap-new
and see.

tac-kit-ckui ki-kac,a'-wok
* When it is good that which you are pounding,

nimo'oxk" h&L-weno'o-c
" There is nothing ! Give me

qolo-ni'mok

It seems not are

heL-weno'o-c
give it!"

qe'mq'o'
more !

"

qolo- '6l kits-keno-a'tsiyuuk
" It seems a person has sat down indoors."

Lo ope-c

*' Catch him !

'

BUZZARD,

qetqwoleg' o'UekwoL wictu-hoco' 'n

He was still a person. Thus he used to do,

pule'ku werherpqe'rixqe'rni

Down stream (i.e., north) at the head of the river

tu-wictu-me'g* wometso' 'l

From there he came,

le'yole'k^c Lmeye'pir

gartersnakes, rattlesnakes,

ki-nuwoce'g' onnawoni
dliferent kinds

emcik'i-wena"

he ate. and also those

tu-qol-o'nneu wo" pu i'nillolik

that he saw into the river that were thrown.

ki-wer' 'erg* eriyerwerni we*n,tsa'"kc umeyo'maik

the young girls, women, pregnant,

i' 'mi-ckewo'k-ci' '-meL ki-qo'lic-uqo' 'mtsu' 'mek ku '-umeyo'inoik

because they did not like anyone to know that they were pregnant,

wit wo'xpuk-c olo't '-ni' ku-u'kc kits-qo 'Ico' 'n

then into the river threw them. The child dead,

wi'ctu '-co'neqw

Thus he did.

nu'mitsyu-nne'p
he ate everything.

meL-ho" pke'tso

he started from.

ha'k^^c

he found,

Lqwer'ter'q^c

frogs,

niki'tsyu

Everything

qe' 'yur

many

kitorae'nnik

of every sort

co'k tu-na'p

tuo'rmumitsyu
Whatever

Lqer'wer'c

salamanders,

tu '-na' 'p

he ate.

ki-uqu'rqL

the foetuses

kinS'x

Those
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pi'c-tu-wi'ctu-one'p-qam numitsyu'-nnep tu-no'-lla'i

then he ate it also. Everythinc he ate. He travelled on.

we 'k '-tu-no'-llai co-pe'ts tu-no'-Ua'i tu-pe'tsku-c

Here he travelled up-stream. He travelled. Up-stream

'hone'cqwetso 7-ni'conin ki-nemer' 'wermeri' tu-ni'c6nini

he arrived. From all the streams thus

wictii-co' '« tu-nu'mitsyii'-nep ketse'g' inu'weceg' o'nnowoni
Ht) did, he ate everything, things of all sorts,

kitse'gMnewoco'k
of any kind.

SUMMARY.

The Yurok language is of the type known as appositional, in

that pronominal, modal, temporal, adverbial, and other elements

are attached to the verb stem, which serves as the center of

grammatical construction, the other words of the sentence being

syntactically connected with it through these affixes. The verb

is therefore complex, the pronominal elements are essentially

affixes, and the grammar of the noun and substantival pronoun

is reduced to a minimum, while the adjective is a verb. The

pronominal elements are suffixed, but most other relations, in-

cluding those of manner and time, are expressed by prefixes to

the verb. The possessive prefixes of the noun, and the emphatic

substantival pronouns, show no similarity to the pronominal

affixes of verbs. Number and syntactical case-relations are not

expressed. Numerals are provided with classifying suffixes.

Derivation is by suffixation, and many nouns are based on verb

stems. The sounds of the language show considerable specializa-

tion of quality, vowels tend to be indeterminate, and accumula-

tions of consonants are radical. In all these respects Wiyot

agrees with Yurok, though the words of the two languages

appear to be dissimilar.
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KAEOK.

"^^e Karok language is spoken on the Klamath river above

the Yn^pQif^ extpnaiMg- from Red Cap creek to the vicinity of Clear

creek. The largest groups of villages were about Orleans, the

mouth of Salmon river, and the mouth of Clear creek. The

language is uniform, except in the Clear creek region, in the

uppermost part of the territory of the stock, where an unrecorded

dialect is said to be divergent. The Karok have no name for

themselves other than arara, people. Karok, more properly

karuk, in their own tongue means up stream; they occasionally

designate themselves as karuk-v-arara, up-stream people, but

chiefly with reference to the Yurok or yuruk-v-arara.

The following notes were obtained from several informants,

especially Mrs. Bennett and her sister. Miss Jeannette Home.
Only the readily observable traits of the language are presented,

a more thorough study being in progress.

PHONETICS.

The phonetic system of Karok is simple, and presents few

difficulties to a European tongue.

The sounds are

:

u o a e i

u 6 ft 6 I

k X

(k-) (X-)

t s n

p f V m

e, tc, r, y, h

Th<i vowels are of distinct quality. E and o are open. Short

vowels are sometimes touched so lightly as to be scarcely audible.

K- and x- are pre-palatal, and perhaps organically different

from k and x. S approximates English th, while c lies between s

and sh. F and v are bilabial, but differ little from the European

labio-dentals. F occurs elsewhere in California only in Esselen

and in two Porno dialects. Karok r is trilled and very different
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from Yurok r. The absence from the language of sonant stops,

lateral sounds, stressed consonants, and w, is notable.

All the sounds of the language occur in all parts of words,

except that r is not initial. E and o are rarely final.

There is little contraction, elision, or euphonic modification

of sounds. A-u sometimes becomes o. Short or ** neutral'' i may

become infected by preceding u : ki'ri, u'-kuri. R and n, as in

Wiyot, are often equivalent. R becomes n before consonantal

suffixes; ni-psimtarar-ec, u-psimtaran-ti. Similarly final v

changes to m : av-aha, am-ti ; kiv-uni, kim-cur.

Initial and final combinations of consonants do not occur

except in a few doubtful cases. It seems therefore that Karok

agrees with the majority of Californian languages in possessing

only alternations of consonants and vowels in the elements of its

words.

Altogether the phonetics of Karok are as different from those

of Yurok and Wiyot as they possibly could be. There is more

superficial resemblance to Shasta and Chimariko.

STRUCTURE.

Suffixation is the principal grammatical method. Prefixes are

limited to pronominal forms. Reduplication is scarcely gram-

matical. Neither ablaut nor umlaut nor other internal modifica-

tion of stems occurs.

The noun lacks syntactical cases and the pronominal forms

are incorporative. This general fact is the chief resemblance

Karok bears to Yurok.

Both derivations and compositions are found frequently.

Most words are tolerably long, and the verb stems that have

been recognized are more frequently polysyllabic than mono-

syllabic.

The commonest derivative suffix is a diminutive -itc. Yuki,

Wiyot, Hupa, and Yokuts also show diminutives in -itc or -ate.

puf-itc, deer

pihnfef-itc, coyote

apxan-tini-itc, hat-wide, American

kit-ate, granddaughter

omuk-itc, near
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tcu-itc, narrow

ac-axna-itc, shallow

aiiama-te, email

tunu^-itc, small

y^.m-atc, pretty (yav, good)

k^m-ite, old (k6m, bad)

Very common is -an or -ar, denoting the agent or instrument.

kivip-an, runner

xuc-ar, thinker, thoughtful

kirih-an-c, fishermen

imafunv-an-e, beggars

tcivteak-ar, door, the thing for shutting

xuskam-ar, gun
ac-iktav-an, woman, water-earri-er

Other deriving suffices are

:

4py on names of trees,

isar-ip, fir

eivir-ip^ yellow pine

'ic.

k^m, bad, k6m-ic, evil thing, monster

-aha,

av, eat, av-aha, food

-ram,

kiri-vi, sit, kirivi-ram, house

kiri-vi, sit, kirivi-kirak, stool

'Vapu, born at, person belonging to.

aksiphirak-vapu, the one born at Trinity Summit

'V-arara, people.

yuruk-v-arara, down-stream people

-/com, large.

axup-kam, large stick

'kunic, forms adjectives, especially of color, from nouns.

imcaxu-kunie, pitch-like, soft

tcantcaf-kunic, foam-eolor, white

'ipuXf lacking.

xuc-ipux, thoughtless

-ruky is added to the stems of the five commonest terms of

direction. It suggests the locative ending -ak.
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yu-ruk, down-stream

ka-ruk, up-stream

ca-ruk, towards the stream, down
ma-ruk, away from the stream, up

sie-ruk, across the stream

In composition these words and stems always precede:

sieruk-pihiriv, across-the-water-widower ; ka-timin, up-stream-

dam; yur-ac, down-stream-water, ocean.

NOUN.

The noun is ordinarily without designation of number.

Certain nouns denoting persons, or derived from verbs by the

agent-suffix -an, and certain adjectives, express the plural by -c.

kunih-ara-c, arrows

imafunv-an-e, beggars

tunu6itc-ie, smaU ones, children

arara-c, relatives

tipa-hivi-c, brothers

kustar-ivi-c-oc, old^r sisters

aca-kam-c keitc-ie pa-c, the large rocks

There are no subjective, objective, or possessive case-endings,

but a series of local-instrumental suffixes:

-ak, in, at

-kcu, in

-ava-kam, on, over

-curuk, under

-pimite, near

-08-kam, before

-vasi-kam, behind

-muk, with

-xakan, in company with

-kus, on account of

Examples

:

isarip-ak, on the fir

ic-akj in the water

nunu-avakam, above us

axup-muk, with wood
yux-kcu, in the ground

aca-curuk, under a rock

aca-pimitc,' near a rock

Possessive pronominal elements are prefixed to nouns. A
possessive relation between two nouns is expressed by the pre-

fixion of the pronominal element of the third person to the noun

denoting the possessed object.

aciktavan mu-kiriviram, woman her-house
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modal and temporal ideas are expressed by particles which

precede the verb without forming part of it. Instrumental

prefixes are lacking, and the causative, compulsive, transitive,

inceptive, benefactive, and similar aflfixes common in American

languages are scarcely represented.

Suffixes expressing spatial relations, either of position or of

motion, are

:

-ura, up
-uni, down
-fak, down
-varak, down-stream

-arup, -ripa, out

-amni, in, into

-kuri, into

-kiri, into fire, in fire

-furuk, into house

-tako, on

-harav, through

-ka, to

-ra, toward

-cur, off

Modo-temporal suffixes are

:

-ti, imperfect, present

-at, -it, -hat, past

-ec, -ic, future

-vani, reflexive

-c, imperative (as in Yurok)

Interrogation is denoted by -um or hen-um, which appe<^r to

be enclitic particles, as in so many other American languages,

since they are attached to other words as well as the verb.

Preposed adverbial particles are

:

ip, completed or past action

ta, probably indefinite or imperfect time

tcimi, tci, ten, optative, future, inceptive, imperative

xatik, tikan, optative

puran, reciprocity

pu, negative

Examples of verb forms

:

im-um i-apunmu-ti, you, do you knowt

n-aknap-hen-um, did you slap me?

ni-seinati-hec, I shall have woodpeeker-sealps

nani-ViiTA-hpA TRriH hfi mv vpifft- T will marrv*
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pas^khi-e, kneel!

teinii piftcak-e, open it!

tu ne-kim-tako, I fell on

u-pas-ura, he threw up
virax-cur, lick off

mara-kuri-hat, ran down into

no-paa-kirl-hec, I will throw you into the fire

pip-arupj break out

u-ari-furuk, he rushed indoors

ok i-siuru-ra, pull it here

ta ni-kuni-fak, I shoot down

ADJECTIVE.

The adjective resembles the noun rather than the intransitive

verb. It is used predicatively with the independent pronoun,

whereas the verb is employed with subjective prefix: na keitc,

I am large, and na aciktavan, I am a woman, but ni-kivip, I run.

Adjectives and nouns are both subject to the diminutive

suffix -itc. The plural suffix -c is also shared by nouns and

adjectives.

The word for small is anamatc when attributive, ninamitc

when predicative.

NUMERALS.

The numeral system is quinary to ten, from there on decimal.

1 yisa 6 kirivkir

2 axak 7 axa-kinivkir

3 kwirak 8 kwira-kinivkir

4 pis 9 trop-aticram

5 trop 10 trahiara

11 trahiara karu yisa

20 axak-a trahiara

30 kwirak-a trahiara

Trop and trahiara have also been heard tirop and tirahiara

and kwirak as kuyurak.

Distributive numerals are formed by the suffix -mate; axak-

matc, two each.

Numeral classifiers have not been noted.
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TEXT.

ipacnaVan-itc kan u'-kuri^

Cat-owl there he lived.

tu-a'kun-var^ ka're-xac pu'fitc

he-hantinK-went. And then deer

caruk to-siu'ru-fak* stip

down he-dragged -(it)-down (to) the shore.

nan

tu-pi-knivi-tak-i'c®

he-sat-on

to-u-kpo'u-va'rak^

tloated-down-stream,

ka're-xac kan
And then there

pa-mu'-av® a'pap
that-his-face one side

u-pi'ric-hu'ni-va^

there was brush down it.

ku'kum II

Again tomo^^^j^

t6'-ik.a'r« xac
he kiUed. '^j^^^

xac mu-ve'cur-ak'*

Then its-homs-on

pti'fitc

deer

xac to-cfi'ri

Then he-skinned.

pa
the

xac
Then

pa
the

to-u-pu-va'ram-

he-home-went.

tu-a'u^^ ku'kum
he-ate. Again

kan u-ti'm

there he-arrived.

no'-yuka're-ec^^

We-will-kill

ni'hate xac
gently. Then

xac to-siuru-ri'pa

Then he-dragged- (it)'Out.

a'rar to-kuma'rihivik

person he met,

u-a'v-ac-hu'ni-va^ xac
water ran down, then

ka're-xac pa pu'fitc

And then the deer

o'nu-itc kietc tu-pas-i

kidney only he-threw.

xac to'-mnic pa
Then he-cooked the

ima'n tu-p-akun-vara^^
tomorrow he-hunting-went.

e iea'vac 6'uk
" Oh, cousin, here

in pti'fitci i

one deer who

araara
j>eraon

a'pap
one-side

tu-^'s-ep

he-took.

xac
Then

pa
the

u'nu-itc xac
kidney. Then

ka're-xac

And then

ta-ni-a'ho^''

I-have-come.

i-e's-a-yi'p-vuti-hat^^

you-has-deprived-of .

"

NOTES.

1 Stem kiri, live, sit, be.

2 Tu- and ti- are at times found for u- and i-, he and you; akun is the
stem; var, more fully varara, to go, is used both as an independent stem
and as a suffixed auxiliary.

8 T5-, for particle ta and pronominal prefix u-.

4 T5-, the same; siuru, stem; fak, spatial suffix, down; the object as

well as the tense are not expressed.

5 Mu-, possessive prefix of third person; -ak, locative case-suffix.

« Tu-, subjective prefix, third person
;

pi-, meaning unascertained

;

knivi, for kinivi, equals kiri-vi, sit, from kiri, as in note 1 ; -tak, for -take,

on, spatial suffix; -ie, seems to be the future suffix -ec, -ie, though the con-

text calls for a preterite.
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^ T5- for ta influenced by following u; u-, he; kpou, floaty swim;
-varak, spatial suflBlx, down-stream.

8 Pa-, that, the, customary with the possessive prefix of the third

person mu-.

8 U-, subjective pronominal element, third person; av, doubtful; ac,

water; -huni, usually -uni, spatial suffix of verbs, down; -va, doubtfiil.

In u-piric-huni-va, piric is brush, grass.

10 To-, for ta, before u; u-, he; pu-, uncertain; varam, to go.

11 Au for av, am, to eat.

12 Compare tu-akun-var before; for the prefixed p-, see notes 6 and 10.

13 Ta, proposed particle, probably temporal; ni-, I; aho, eome.

1* No-, more often nu-, we; yukare, stem, to kill, altered from ik.ara

by the u-quality of the prefix; -ee, future suffix.

IB I-, you, object; 6s, stem, to deprive, take; -yip, for -ip or -cip, seems
to denote motion away—compare ds-ep, above; -vuti, a common suffix,

apparently temporal; -hat, suffix of past time.

University of Californiat
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